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HAPPY DAYS
ARE HERE 
AGAIN

History is alive—and delicious—at these 
West Virginia drive-ins.
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D
rive-in restaurants—which began 
by taking food fast to cars and 
walk-up patrons—made their 
debut in the first half of the 
20th century, decades before 
McDonald’s ruled every interstate 
exit. While hamburgers, French 
fries, and milkshakes continue 

to be a staple of fast American dining, most drive-in 
restaurants have long been closed and replaced by drive-
thrus. But West Virginia, a state that excels in preserving 
its history and peddling hot dogs, continues to boast an 
impressive number of traditional drive-ins that stay open 
year-round. 

The restaurants offer affordable food—most menu 
items come in under $5—and a commitment to preserve 
their decades-old menus and eatery styles. 

One quick disclaimer before we hit the road: This is by 
no means a comprehensive list. If your favorite drive-in 
didn’t make our roundup, drop us a note and we’ll get your 
recommendations in an upcoming issue.

King Tut Drive-In, Beckley
For decades this family-owned eatery has been serving up 
a vast menu that includes dinner plates, stacked hoagies, 
shrimp boats, and drive-in staples like hot dogs and 
hamburgers. In fact, the restaurant, started in the 1940s by 
the Tutwiler family, takes credit for introducing pizza to 
Beckley. The 9-, 12-, and 16-inch stone-baked pizzas are 
still available today.

Restaurant president David McKay, whose family took 
over the restaurant in 1955, says it’s unlikely the big menu 
will see any edits. “My customers don’t like when I drop 
something off the menu,” he says.

King Tut makes its own bread—a fresh loaf comes 
with every dinner plate—as well as buns for its large, 
appropriately named King Burger. The drive-in is also 
known for its pies (flavors include coconut cream, cherry 
cream, and apple) that are made fresh every morning. 
They’re served by the slice or can be purchased whole. 
The drive-in is open from 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day 
except Wednesday, weather permitting. Both cash and 
credit cards are accepted. w 301 North Eisenhower Drive, 
Beckley, 304.252.6353, www.kingtutdrivein.com

    WHAT TO TRY:
✔  The Nitemare: Polish sausage   

          with mustard, onion, kraut,    
           and American cheese on a long bun

✔  The King Burger, served on a   
          homemade bun

✔  Pulled-pork BBQ sandwich
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Morrison’s Drive Inn, Logan 
In 2017, this staple of southern West Virginia celebrated 70 
years of serving up its famous hot dogs, chicken fingers, and 
onion rings via curbside service. Cooks are still serving the 
same celebrated hot dog chili recipe used when the place 
opened in 1947. The West Virginia Hot Dog Blog—yes, 
that’s a thing—called Morrison’s “everything” dog “the 
quintessential West Virginia Hot Dog,” a high honor for this 
cellophane-wrapped frankfurter featuring chili, slaw, mustard, 
and onions.

“We’ve kept the same recipes, and there’s so much of a 
history,” says general manager Jay Mayhorn. “The nostalgia of 
being able to pull in and have the tray hung in the window—we 
have people who will see us on the internet and want to come.” 

The Mayhorn family also owns two other diners in Logan: 
Janet’s Park N’ Eat and Parkway Drive In. It’s worth visiting 
all three, since each offers a distinct hot dog chili recipe. 
Morrison's is open every day from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Both 
cash and credit cards accepted. w 126 Stollings Avenue, Logan, 
304.752.9872

    WHAT TO TRY:
✔  Hot dog with everything 
✔  Hand-battered onion rings
✔  Chicken dinner 
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Jim’s Drive-In, Lewisburg 
With food so good it caught the attention of Food 
Network, it’s no wonder Jim’s has kept customers coming 
back since the 1950s. Along with their highly praised 
burgers, pulled pork barbecue, and hand-cut fries, the 
drive-in sees itself as an integral part of its charming 
hometown.

“We’ve been here so long and we support our 
community,” said Lynn Massie, whose mother has owned 
the Lewisburg institution for the past 18 years. The 
restaurant keeps a coat rack to help community members 
through the winter, supports a nonprofit that provides wigs 
to cancer patients, and more.

That’s not to downplay the food, of course, which 
attracts people from all across the country. Thanks to 
national attention from Southern Fried Road Trip, the fried 
green tomato sandwich has become one of the restaurant’s 
most-requested items. Jim’s is also known for its Big 

    WHAT TO TRY:
✔  Fried geen tomato sandwich
✔  Big Jim Ranch Burger
✔  Blackberry milkshake

Jim Ranch Burger, a sandwich created in the 1970s that 
features a slice of ham on top. The drive-in staff hand-cuts 
potatoes every day for its French fries—Massie estimates 
that, during the busy summer season, they can chop through 
200 pounds of potatoes per day. Open Monday, Tuesday, 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday 10 a.m.–5 p.m; Wednesday 
10 a.m.–2:30 p.m., closed Sunday. Cash only.  
w U.S. Route 60 West, Lewisburg, 304.645.2590,  
www.facebook.com/jimsdrivein
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Pinnacle Drive Inn, Pineville 
Serving up turkey salad subs, slices of homemade pie, 
and—of course—its highly praised hot dog, Pinnacle 
Drive-In reopened last summer to the delight of its 
faithful customers. The restaurant, temporarily closed 
after the death of its previous owner, has found itself 
busier than ever, says cook Sherri McMillion. 

The drive-in now boasts some aesthetic updates and 
new menu items, but McMillion says decades-old recipes 
remain the same. Scroll through online reviews and the 
majority of comments praise the drive-in’s “wonderful” 
submarine sandwiches. The sandwich menu includes the 
well-known turkey salad along with Italian, pizza, and 
cheeseburger subs. Hot dogs are served on toasted, buttered 
buns with Pinnacle’s unique chili recipe. The drive-in also 
features a rotation of homemade soups, which are listed 
on the restaurant’s Facebook page. Both car service and 
indoor seating are available. The Pinnacle is open Monday 
through Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and is closed on 
Sunday. Bring cash only. w 88 Pinnacle Avenue, Pineville, 
304.732.7785, www.facebook.com/pinnacledriveinn

Frostop Drive In, Huntington
Since 1959, drivers entering Huntington city limits have been 
greeted by a giant rotating root beer mug. This iconic landmark 
belongs to Frostop Drive In, which, with its checkerboard roof 
and car hops, continues to serve hot dogs with housemade hot dog 
sauce, root beer made in large vats, and handcrafted milkshakes. 

Launched in the 1920s, Frostop was once a nationwide chain. 
The Huntington location is now one of only 15 remaining 
restaurants. Marilyn Murdock and her sister Bing Murphy have run 
West Virginia’s last remaining Frostop for years, since they inherited 
the restaurant from their father. “We are open because we’ve 
maintained the quality of our food,” Murdock says.

But the drive-in, which also has patio seating, has expanded its 
menu beyond standard drive-in fare of hot dogs and hamburgers 
by offering items like a grilled chicken sandwich and, during 
winter months, chili—the kind you eat in a bowl, not on a dog. 
Root beer can be purchased by the gallon and milkshakes, malts, 
and vanilla soft serve are also on the menu. Frostop is open 
Monday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sundays 
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Both cash and credit cards are accepted.  
w 1449 Hal Greer Boulevard, Huntington, 304.523.6851,  
www.frostop.com

    WHAT TO TRY:
✔  Cheeseburger
✔  Root beer
✔  Malt milkshake

    WHAT TO TRY:
✔  Turkey salad sub
✔  Hot dog with chili
✔  Homemade pie
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